IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM COUPLERTEC
ELECTRONIC RUST PROOFING PTY. LTD.
Regarding: Motor One Computerised Electronic
Corrosion Inhibitor
The Government of Western Australia – Department of Commerce
(Consumer Protection Division) has yesterday (November 19, 2015)
announced it “has taken action to stop the sale of, and secure refunds
for consumers who bought a device that’s supposed to reduce rust and
corrosion by as much as 80% in motor vehicles but fails to do so”
The statement and instructions to the retailer relates to “DEFENSE PAK
and MOTOR ONE” AND ASSOCIATED RESELLERS, which prevents these
companies from supplying, advertising or promoting such devices.
The instruction from Consumer Protection also requires the distributors
to write to retailers that sold their products, including car dealerships
and car window tinting outlets to inform them of the undertaking and to
the availability of refunds.
IMPORTANT – The products as identified ARE NOT Couplertec
Electronic Rust Proofing Systems.
Couplertec applauds the hard work of the Western Australian
Government and specifically Consumer Protection department and
again reaffirms its commitment to help in any way possible to develop
nationally approved standards for Electronic Rust Proofing systems in
Australia.
Couplertec’s goal is to assist all government departments to develop
approved standards in order to eliminate the sales of these “pretender”
devices that have been sold and purported to be genuine electronic rust
proofing systems.
These non genuine “pretender” devices in many cases do nothing more
than simply turn on a light and have been sold to unwary consumers

predominantly as reported via new car dealers and other associated
motor vehicle accessory businesses.
Couplertec’s unique method of 'Capacitive Coupling Technology' is THE
ONLY technology that has been granted multiple international patents
for its unique method of capacitive coupling and has been tried, tested
and proven to work by Surf Lifesaving clubs all over Australia,
government departments, fleet vehicle managers, mining companies
and thousands of 4WD vehicle owners in Australia and throughout the
world.
Each year Couplertec commits to, and invests heavily in research and
development as well as a range of field tests, including independent
university testing in order to provide further evidence that
Couplertec’s unique internationally patented method of capacitive
coupling technology does the job it declares it will do, and help stop
rust and corrosion taking hold and also helping to stop the spread of
any existing rust and corrosion in motor vehicles.
If it is NOT a Couplertec it is not a genuine Electronic Rust proofing
Device.
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